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LONG-COVID AUTONOMIC 
DYSFUNCTION
YOU CAN HELP US SPREAD THE WORD

LONG-COVID DYSAUTONOMIA - Many people who have 
had COVID-19 recover, but a small percentage of people 
never fully recover and are later diagnosed with autonomic 
dysfunction (dysautonomia). Long-COVID Autonomic 
Dysfunction, also known as Post-Acute COVID Syndrome, 
is the development of chronic and potentially debilitating 
symptoms which may include fatigue, cognitive impairment, 
weakness, headache and dizziness among many others.  
While much research is still underway on the topic, scientists 
across the globe are finding a link between COVID-19 and 
the autonomic nervous system.  

THE PROBLEM:  POTENTIAL FOR A SECOND PUBLIC 
HEALTH CRISIS  - Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, medical 
centers specializing in autonomic medicine were already 
short on resources with wait times varying from 6-12 
months.  With the emergence of Long-COVID Autonomic 
Dysfunction, a large number of new patients are currently 
being referred to the same autonomic specialty centers. This 
places a heavy burden on those organizations while patients 
who are newly diagnosed are unable to access care. 

Dysautonomia is a general term used to describe any 
disorder of the autonomic nervous system. It is an invisible 
illness that may be one of the most misdiagnosed medical 
conditions of all time. The biggest problem in autonomic 
medicine today is the lack of knowledge about dysautonomia 
among healthcare professionals and communities.

EDUCATION IS THE SOLUTION:  GIVE THE ENCLOSED 
ARTICLE TO YOUR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS!  
Enclosed is a scientific article you can pass on to your 
local physician, nurse practitioner, therapist, nurse or other 
healthcare professionals.  This article provides all they need 
to start understanding Long-COVID Autonomic Dysfunction 
and begin recognizing it in their practices.  

As we help educate our community-based healthcare 
professionals about Long-COVID Autonomic Dysfunction, 
we will help reduce the growing burden on the healthcare 
system.  The Dysautonomia Project has created a free online 
education portal to help healthcare professionals learn even 
more about this growing patient population.

For more information about Long-COVID Autonomic 
Dysfunction including links to scientific articles on the topic 
visit: www.TheDysautonomiaProject.org/LCAD.  ♦

The Dysautonomia Project’s mission is to educate healthcare professionals, 
patients, and communities about dysautonomia. 



2021 VIRTUAL TDP PI DAY 5K 
RALLIES SUPPORT FROM ACROSS 
THE COUNTRY

BOARD MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: 
TERRY  IGO

From March 7 through March 14 runners and walkers from 
Alaska to California and Maine to Florida, took to the streets 
of their communities to participate in the 5th Annual Virtu-
al TDP Pi Day 5K Run and Awareness Walk in memory of 
Christina Tournant. Thanks to the generous support from the 
community, 100% of race entry fees went to support TDP’s 
mission.

We are often asked, “What does Pi Day have to do with 
TDP?”  Pi Day is generally known as the annual celebration 
of the mathematical constant π and observed on March 14 
(3/14) since 3, 1, and 4 are the first three digits of π.  The 
Dysautonomia Project’s Pi Day 5K takes on a much deeper 
significance.  
  
Pi Day was chosen for this memorial event to honor Christina 
Tournant. [continued on next page]

The very best compliment to non-profits is 
when interest leads to partnership.  TDP 
was thrilled when this became the case with 
longtime supporter, Terry Igo.    
 
Since 2017, Terry has facilitated Tampa Bay 
Trust’s valued sponsorships for annual TDP 
events leading to his personal involvement as 
a board member.  Since joining the board in 
2020, Terry has been instrumental in helping 
TDP transition from a managed account 
portfolio to self-directed accounts, which 
proved very successful.  His willingness to 
lend his expertise has made him invaluable in 
many areas including spearheading the robust 
expansion of a benefit for TDP.    
   
“To support our annual fundraiser’s auction 
five years ago, I hosted an overnight hog 
hunt on my property.  Feral hogs are invasive 
and destructive, so the event is a win/win 
since it’s a benefit to the land and fun for 
interested hunters.  I’m really pleased to say 
Terry has taken my idea, turning it into a first-
class experience for hunters and 
outdoor enthusiasts helping us 
raise money and awareness for 
TDP on an annual basis,” said TDP 
Board President, Carlton Ward. 
   
Beyond fundraising, Terry’s help 
with strategic planning continues 
to be invaluable. He’s constantly 
elevating TDP’s endeavors as he 
generously shares his talents.

Supporters rallied across the country making this year’s 
TDP Pi Day 5K a huge celebration of hope and education.

Shon Craig, Terry Igo, Nick 
Kavouklis, John Kavouklis, 
guide Billy “Mountain Dew” 
Sheehy, Bill Layman, and 
Nate Freeman proudly show 
off their trophies from this 
spring’s hog hunt!  



TDP PRESENTS AT VIRTUAL 
NATIONAL NURSING CONFERENCE
Our educational outreach continues to span across the country 
as TDP presented at the National Association of Pediatric Nurse 
Practitioners (NAPNAP) 42nd National Conference on Pediatric 
Health Care.  Held virtually, from March 24 - 27, 2021, the event 
drew hundreds of nurse practitioners from around the country 
looking to further their pediatric patient education, giving us a 
prime audience for our POTS presentation.  

TDP Board Member June Bryant, Founding Director Kelly 
Freeman, and Director of Education Cheryl Faber, presented 
“POTS for Peds: Reducing the Time to Diagnosis from 6 years 
to 15 minutes.”   

[continued from page 2] She was an exceptional 
student from Seminole, Florida, who pos-
sessed an aptitude for and love of math.  
In high school, Christina won numerous 
awards for exemplary academics and ath-
letics.  On 3/14/2014 she learned that 
she was her school valedictorian and was 
admitted to her dream school, the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
as a scholar and collegiate swimmer.

Christina suffered from dysautonomia 
since early childhood but was not diag-
nosed until leaving for MIT.  Her success, 
was a testament to her determination 
and tenacity but led many to discount 
the seriousness of her condition. After 
her relocation, she deteriorated rapidly and lost hope that 
she could ever recover.  She voluntarily gave up her fight 
that spring.  Her memorial service was held on 3/14/2015.  
Christina’s long battle with dysautonomia is emblematic of 
the need for broader education and awareness.

TDP Board Member and Pi Day 5K chair-
person, Tanya Repka, has been involved 
with this project from its inception.  
“This is very personal to me, my family 
was close to Christina. We’ve had our 
own experience with dysautonomia, the 
struggle to reach a diagnosis and find 
knowledgeable care.  TDP helped con-
nect my daughter to clinicians we would 
never have found on our own.  We’ve 
met so many amazing patients and fam-
ilies through this event.  Most are so re-
lieved to find an understanding commu-
nity for a health condition that has been 
haunting them for months or years.”, said 
Tanya. 

Plans for an expanded event are underway for March, 
2022.  We can’t wait to see everyone in-person and 
remind everyone that there is hope! ♦

Our presentation ranked in the top 10% of views for 
the on-demand conference sessions, we had many 
book requests from participants, along with strong 
feedback including: 

“As I have personal experience working with POTS patients, 
I truly appreciate the fact that you all raise awareness for a 
disease where many are told ‘it’s all in your head.’”   

“I would love to learn more about dysautonomia, so I never 
miss diagnosing a patient if they present in my pediatric 
clinic.” 

Thank you NAPNAP for selecting us as a virtual 
presenter - education truly is the #1 treatment. 

FREE BOOK FOR YOUR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL PROMOTION!

Would you like TDP to send your healthcare professionals a free copy of our book?
From 6/15/2021 – 7/15/2021, we’ll be glad to do so and send a note stating the book was sent 
on your behalf. For complete instructions visit us at www.TheDysautonomiaProject.org/book-promo

Susan Craig shows off 
her medal all the way 
from Alaska!



A MESSAGE FROM 
R. CARLTON WARD
TDP BOARD PRESIDENT

GET INVOLVED

THANK YOU TO OUR 2020-2021 
MAJOR DONORS

While this continues to be an uncertain and 
tumultuous time for many organizations around 
the world, I’m pleased to report that this has been 
a time of tremendous growth for TDP.  This would 
not be possible without you - thank you for your 
continued generosity.  

Last year we shared the news about our education 
portal created in conjunction with the American 
Autonomic Society.  This one-of-a-kind, global 
education tool is changing lives!  If you’re unsure 
where to start watching, check our website to 
view the Featured Video of the Week.  It includes a 
weekly blog with a summary for each video.  When 
you watch and share with others, you’re sharing 
TDP’s mission in a very exciting way!  

Speaking of exciting, I’m sure you noticed our 
new look as you’ve opened this newsletter.  We 
are undergoing a major marketing initiative to 
reach the most people in the most powerful way.  
Keep watch for innovative changes along all our 
platforms soon. 

I’m so proud of the great success of our events 
featured on page two.  Our nursing education 
initiatives have continued with the University of 
Tampa, while our free book promotions gave 500+ 
healthcare professionals around the country our 
life-saving book.    

I’m thankful to report a stellar year for TDP, but 
I’m most proud to call you, “partner” as we move 
forward.  Together we are changing lives. 

Sincerely,

R. Carlton Ward / TDP Board President

Tampa Bay Trust Company

Karen Crown

Chris T. Sullivan Foundation 
Judy & Bob Cottrell 

Ellen & Randy Crisorio 
Jennifer Lovelady

Focardi-Great Bay Foundation 
Straighten Up Orthodontics, PA

Make a donation today. 
Use the enclosed envelope or give online 

at TheDysautonomiaProject.org.

Take advantage of our
FREE BOOK PROMO (see inside page)

Follow us on social media

CONTACT US
The Dysautonomia Project
13075 US Highway 19 N

Clearwater, FL 33764
(727) 304-1547

Info@TheDysautonomiaProject.org

facebook  instagram  twitter

REGISTRATION #CH42034 A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF 
CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE (800-435-7452) WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATIN DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR 
RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.
DISCLOSER STATEMENT The Dysautonomia Project is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt, charitable organization. Your gift is very much appreciated and may be fully 
deductible as a charitable contribution. A copy of our latest financial report may be obtained by sending your inquiry to: The Dysautonomia Project 13075 
US Highway 19 N, Clearwater, FL 33764


